This is parallel research is closely aligned with the
discussions that Todd, Coach and the group had at the
Texas fellowship last summer related to “DNA having a
frequency”, the “God frequency”… As more disparate
sources converge related to DNA and scripture, a picture
is forming with DNA being a significant area to watch for
end-times and spiritual advances. We already know that
these devices have been employed by Satan through the
Nephilim, as well as Hitler. Cloning, embryonic and
transhumanism intend to enable man to perfect
procreation from man-made entities. (Counterfeit god)

Includes a detailed reference providing qualitative data
supporting the two separate instances of the creation of
man recorded in Genesis – Neanderthals and Adam. You
should ensure you read the Q&A conclusions summarized
below.
The Gospel According to DNA
http://www.genesisandgenetics.org/2014/03/03/208/
Divine Genetic Resets (Lifespan changes due to DNA – in the
Bible)
http://www.genesisandgenetics.org/2016/11/03/divinegenetic-resets/
Genetic Change/Reset 1 When Adam sinned in the
Garden, he and all of humanity became mortal
(Genesis 3:3, I Corinthians 15:21).

Genetic Change/Reset 2 Before the global flood, the
earth was filled with violence (Genesis 6:11-12); so,
after the flood, God changed our DNA to reduce
human lifespan from 900 + years (Genesis 5) to what
we have now (Genesis 11and Psalm 90:10).
Genetic Change/Reset 3 Soon, our DNA will be
redeemed and reset back to the immortal state (1
Corinthians 15:52)
Neanderthal and His Biblical Identity
http://www.genesisandgenetics.org/Neanderthal_Ident
ity.pdf
Here are Questions and Answers to some mysteries
presented in the abstract
1. How did Neanderthal go extinct? Answer: He died
in the flood
2. Why is there no evidence of pre-flood man?
Answer: There is much evidence of pre-flood man Neanderthal
3. Why is Neanderthal genetically distinct from
modern man? Answer: He did not possess the
genetic mutations of the second curse.
4. Why do we have his (Neanderthal) mutations, but
he doesn't have ours (modern man)? Answer: He is
our common ancestor. See table 2 and Appendix 2.

5. Why did Neanderthal not interbreed with modern
man? Answer: He couldn't; Neanderthal and modern
man were separated by the flood.
6. Why are Neanderthal's remains found in so many
divers locations? Answer: The flood deposited them
there.
7. Why is Neanderthal physiologically and
anatomically superior? Answer: His DNA was superior
and not subject to the second curse.
8. Where does Neanderthal fit in post-flood Bible
genealogy? Answer: He doesn't. We know the DNA
from the table of nations people (Genesis Chapter 10)
and subsequent generations; none has the
Neanderthal genetic signature

Therefore if any man be in Christ, he is a new creature: old
things are passed away; behold, all things are become new.
2 Corinthians 5:17 KJV

Does our DNA change when we believe in Jesus?

Does our DNA hold the bitting to the key of salvation
once cut?
Is Satan’s plan to corrupt human DNA to ensure God
will say, “Depart from me, I do not know you!”?

Belief
Belief is a change – a change from what you originally believe,
or, alternatively, that new information that you learn is
agreeable. Our minds then use this new understanding stored
in memory to propel our thoughts, bodies and actions. When
we dismiss previous understanding and replace with new,
updating our memory, we seldom reflect on how staunchly we
defended our prior “truth”. We quickly forget arguments when
our prior false understanding at times offended others that had
a better handle on the truth. When we believe that Jesus is the
son of God, died on the cross and was resurrected for our sins,
then subsequently submit and surrender our own will to God’s,
understanding that HE orders our steps, a change happens in
us. Scriptures say we are “born again”. That is when we
become aware and hunger for a higher spiritual purpose in
God’s plan while thoughts of our earthly priorities, bodily and
material needs fade away.

So what happens when we believe? HOW do we change? Our
conscious mind controls our thoughts but morality (the

presence or lack of the Holy Spirit) drives the direction that our
mind and body carry out tasks. We must decide to be
scripturally moral and prohibit behavior that is not reflective of
the example in Jesus and God’s word. When we believe, we
then want to do as Jesus does sacrificing our own will to allow
our steps to be ordered by the Lord, therefore we become
“changed”, but how? Just by wanting to do good or do we
physically change?

DNA
So, the question remains: is there a change to our DNA when
we’re saved by His grace? DNA contains our “genetic code”, our
uniqueness (given to us by God), the signature of our ancestry
in the form of our parents, grandparents and theoretically
information related to every cell of our body and all
generations of our ancestry. The spirit of infirmity-cancer, for
instance is “genetic” and passed down as a “genetic trait” and
related children will then have the propensity to have the
illness. In parallel, many times through scripture are examples
of God “cursing” generations – how does he do this? Can he
“heal” our DNA as well when we truly decide to give our lives to
Jesus?

Critical Thinking:
God is the author of life and new DNA is formed when a couple
conceives in accordance with scriptures. Then upon birth, our

bodies along with our DNA begin dying due to original sin, our
environment (radiation, food, etc), but what else? What about
“new” sin? Can new sin impact your own DNA and future
generations? Consider the following questions:

Hereditary damage to our DNA?
•
Can our DNA be the instrument of a curse from God?
(Cain’s generations were cursed as were many others by God)
•
Is sin, the “curse of death”, recorded in our ancestors’
DNA? “sins of the father”? man’s original sin?
•
Is our own “current” sin imprinted on your DNA and the
DNA of future generations?
•
If you knew definitively ahead of time that your sin
damages your personal and future child’s DNA, would you stop
sinning or load your child up with your sin problem?
What about healing?
•
We know about healing, but can our DNA be spiritually
“fixed” to end a generational curse?
•
Is Jesus-based spiritual healing an example of spiritually
driven change to our DNA once we demonstrate faith? (David
Arthur is a testimony of this as well as many others.)

Background Story: a fire is coming to the Middle East
Did you know that as in Psalms 106, the inhabitants of Shinar
spoken of by David, God enabled the people’s temptation to be
satisfied (v.14-15) and they turned back to worshiping Baal
(v.28) to gain the power to sate their envy toward Moses (v.16)
They were stricken by plagues then the earth opened up and
swallowed up a portion of the enemy and they burned (v. 18). I
believe an actual FIRE was kindled in the region and the
wicked actually burned.
They entire Shinar region is a powder keg ready for judgment
so the fire above is certainly likely to happen again due to
tectonic activity and the abundance of oil in the region. Once
the earth splits open during one of the hundreds of quakes
happening, there will be oil running in the rivers and streets.
Then the impending meteorites, and electromagnetic activity
mentioned throughout scripture will ignite the entire godless
region and it will likely burn for centuries the likes the world
has not seen since the fall of Sodom, Babel (in the center of the
Shinar region) and as recorded in Psalms above.

Who lives in this region today?
David in Psalms 106 speaks of a “mingled” people who then
inhabited the Shinar region. Who are these people?

They did not destroy the nations, concerning whom the
LORD commanded them:
35 But were mingled among the heathen, and learned
their works. 36 And they served their idols: which were a
snare unto them. 37 Yea, they sacrificed their sons and
their daughters unto devils, 38 And shed innocent blood,
even the blood of their sons and of their daughters, whom
they sacrificed unto the idols of Canaan: and the land was
polluted with blood. 39 Thus were they defiled with their
own works, and went a whoring with their own inventions.
40 Therefore was the wrath of the LORD kindled against
his people, insomuch that he abhorred his own
inheritance. 41 And he (God) gave them into the hand of
the heathen; and they that hated them ruled over them.
Note: v. 36-39 is just like America and the world scene today.
Then v.41 God give them over into the hands of the heathen…
sounds like another example of a “strong delusion”?
According to the Interlinear bible, Psa 106:35 -> mingle The
Hebrew equivalent to mingle in context is -> arab. WHAT???
Mingled blood means ARAB???

Arabs are “mingled”. What’s this mean?
The Arabs are the inhabitants of this area to this day and they
are the only demographic of people that their original ancestry

cannot be decoded from their DNA. Arabs as referred to in
these passages may have leftover mingled blood from earlier
inhabitants which is likely why Arabs are so ANTI-Christian – it
is written in their DNA.

Furthermore, the inhabitants of the Arabic countries are known
for having genetic disorders and countless studies have been
launched to determine the cause and resolution. This condition
still exists today and resulted in traditional Muslim female
headwear as Watchers/Nephilim could only produce viable
offspring from pure humans. After a while, there were likely too
many females with corrupted blood and too few pure women
left so obscuring females to protect them became tradition…
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genetic_studies_on_Arabs (info
from website below)
Genetic diseases Databases in Arabic countries and studies
Several organizations maintain genetic databases for each
Arabic country. The Centre for Arab Genomic Studies (CAGS)
is the main organization based in the United Arab Emirates. It
initiated a pilot project to construct the Catalogue for
Transmission Genetics in Arabs (CTGA) database for genetic
disorders in Arab populations. At present, the CTGA database
is centrally maintained in Dubai, and hosts entries for nearly
1540 Mendelian disorders and related genes. This number is
increasing as researchers are joining the largest Arab
scientific effort to define genetic disorders described in the

region. The Center promotes research studies on these
emergent disorders.[3] Some of the genetic disorders
endemic to the Arab world are: hemoglobinopathy, sickle cell
anemia, glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase deficiency, and
fragile X syndrome (FXS), which is an inherited genetic
condition with critical consequences. The Centre provide
information about specific countries,[4] and maintain a list of
Genomic diseases.[5][6][7]
Specific rare autosomal recessive diseases are high in Arabic
countries like Bardet Biedl syndrome, Meckel syndrome,
congenital chloride diarrhea, severe childhood autosomal
recessive muscular dystrophy (SMARMD) Lysosomal storage
diseases and PKU are high in the Gulf states. Dr Teebi's book
provides detailed information and by country.[8] Even the
Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV)
that was first identified in Saudi Arabia last year, it has
infected 77 people, mostly in the Middle East and Europe.
Forty of them - more than half - have died. But MERS is not
yet a pandemic, could become pervasive in genetic disease
patient. [9]
Dr Thurman' guidebook about Rare genetic diseases [10]
another book Arabic genetic disorders layman guide[11] Suadi
Journal article about genetic diseases in Arabic countries[12]
The highest proportion of genetic disorders manifestations
are: congenital malformations followed by endocrine
metabolic disorders and then by Neuron disorders (such as
Neuromotor disease)and then by blood immune disorders
and then neoplasms. The Mode of Inheritance is mainly

autosomal recessive followed by autosomal dominant. Some
of the diseases are beta-thalassemia mutations, sickle-cell
disease, congenital heart-disease, glucose-6-phosphate
dehydrogenase deficiency, alpha-thalassemia, molecular
characterization, recessive osteoperosis, gluthanionereducatsafe DEf. A study about sickle cell anemia in Arabs[13]
article about Birth defects [14] 6Glucose Phisphate isomere
deficiency responsible for unexpected hemolytic episodes.[15]
one of late Dr Teebi's syndromes.[16] flash cards guide.
[17][18][19][20]
NY Times article[21] In Palestinian Arabs study[22]
study about potential on pharmacology [23] another study on
Arab Palestinians[24] Database of Genetic disorders in Arabs
study[25] In Palestinians[26] new general study about
databases[27] Database for B thalassemia in Arabs[28] Israeli
National genetic bank contains genetic mutations of Arabs[29]
Teebi database 2002[30] 2010 genes responsible for genetic
diseases among Palestinian Arabs[31][32] The next Pan-Arab
conference Nov 2013 [33]
Conclusion and Final Thoughts/Questions
Does our DNA change once we’re “saved”… I believe it does
and there are eye-witness testimonies that after salvation, DNA
results are different from the same man as prior to salvation. In
addition, miraculous healings cannot sustain without the
adjoining DNA re-write to maintain health of the bodily parts
that were renewed. God’s plan is fascinating and these
discoveries in His word only spur me evermore forward.
Hopefully there is a blessing included in these words. Consider
the following thoughts as you continue your own personal

relentless pursuit of the truth. When we know Jesus, He is in us
and He will know us individually based on our walk with Him.

If an original Jew and you begin believing in Jesus Christ,
•

are you still a Jew?

•
Or simply an Israelite that is now a Christian in the Body
of Christ?
•

Did your DNA change?

•
Will God know you as a Jew or simply someone who
loves his son, Jesus?
If you’re an ARAB and you begin believing in Jesus Christ,
•

Will Jesus even know you based on your bloodline?

•
Does your Arabic blood and DNA change and become
“healthy” once you truly believe in Jesus and have that change
of heart I mentioned?
•
Or will the “sins of your fathers” prohibit salvation
similar to the Watchers’ children, the Nephilim? When Enoch
was asked to petition God to spare the “watcher’s children”,
through a vision, Enoch was instead told to reprimand the
Watchers and the Nephilim were all killed because they were
corrupt. See Enoch 13 below.

God bless and always be wise to the devices of the enemy as
we continue to glorify Jesus through our relentless pursuit of
the truth.

Mark

References:

Land of Shinar

Enoch’s petition to God on the Watcher’s Behalf to Spare
Their Children, the Giants, the Nephilim who corrupted God’s
creation: (Enoch 13)
1

And Enoch went and said: 'Azazel, thou shalt have no
peace: a severe sentence has gone forth 2 against thee to put
thee in bonds: And thou shalt not have toleration nor
request granted to thee, because of the unrighteousness
which thou hast taught, and because of all the works of
godlessness 3 and unrighteousness and sin which thou hast
shown to men.' Then I (enoch) went and spoke to them all
(all the watchers, the leaders of the fallen angels) 4 together,
and they were all afraid, and fear and trembling seized
them.
And they besought me to draw up a petition for them that
they might find forgiveness, and to read their petition in the
presence 5 of the Lord of heaven. For from thenceforward
they could not speak (with Him) nor lift up their 6 eyes to
heaven for shame of their sins for which they had been
condemned.
Then I wrote out their petition, and the prayer in regard
to their spirits and their deeds individually and in regard to
their 7 requests that they should have forgiveness and
length. And I went off and sat down at the waters of Dan, in
the land of Dan, to the south of the west of Hermon: I read
their petition till I fell 8 asleep. And behold a dream came to
me, and visions fell down upon me, and I saw visions of
chastisement, and a voice came bidding (me) I to tell it to
the sons of heaven, and reprimand them.

9

And when I awaked, I came unto them, and they were
all sitting gathered together, weeping in 10 'Abelsjail, which
is between Lebanon and Seneser, with their faces covered.
And I recounted before them all the visions which I had
seen in sleep, and I began to speak the words of
righteousness, and to reprimand the heavenly Watchers.

Leviticus 19:19 | View whole chapter | See verse in context
Ye shall keep my statutes. Thou shalt not let thy cattle
gender with a diverse kind: thou shalt not sow thy field
with mingled seed: neither shall a garment mingled of
linen and woollen come upon thee.
Ezra 9:2 | View whole chapter | See verse in context
For they have taken of their daughters for themselves, and
for their sons: so that the holy seed have mingled
themselves with the people of those lands: yea, the hand
of the princes and rulers hath been chief in this trespass.
Psalms 106:35 | View whole chapter | See verse in context
But were mingled among the heathen, and learned their
works.
Jeremiah 25:20 | View whole chapter | See verse in context

And all the mingled people, and all the kings of the land of
Uz, and all the kings of the land of the Philistines, and
Ashkelon, and Azzah, and Ekron, and the remnant of
Ashdod,
Jeremiah 25:24 | View whole chapter | See verse in context
And all the kings of Arabia, and all the kings of the mingled
people that dwell in the desert,
Jeremiah 50:37 | View whole chapter | See verse in context
A sword is upon their horses, and upon their chariots, and
upon all the mingled people that are in the midst of her;
and they shall become as women: a sword is upon her
treasures; and they shall be robbed.
Ezekiel 30:5 | View whole chapter | See verse in context
Ethiopia, and Libya, and Lydia, and all the mingled people,
and Chub, and the men of the land that is in league, shall
fall with them by the sword.
Daniel 2:43 | View whole chapter | See verse in context
And whereas thou sawest iron mixed with miry clay, they
shall mingle themselves with the seed of men: but they
shall not cleave one to another, even as iron is not mixed
with clay.

